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ABSTRACT
We report results from twelve simulations of the collapse of a molecular cloud core to form
one or more protostars, comprising three field strengths (mass–to–flux ratios, µ, of 5, 10, and
20) and four field geometries (with values of the angle between the field and rotation axes,
ϑ, of 0°, 20°, 45°, and 90°), using a smoothed particle magnetohydrodynamics method. We
find that the values of both parameters have a strong effect on the resultant protostellar system
and outflows. This ranges from the formation of binary systems when µ = 20 to strikingly
differing outflow structures for differing values of ϑ, in particular highly suppressed outflows
when ϑ = 90°. Misaligned magnetic fields can also produce warped pseudo-discs where the
outer regions align perpendicular to the magnetic field but the innermost region re–orientates
to be perpendicular to the rotation axis. We follow the collapse to sizes comparable to those of
first cores and find that none of the outflow speeds exceed 8 km s−1. These results may place
constraints on both observed protostellar outflows, and also on which molecular cloud cores
may eventually form either single stars and binaries: a sufficiently weak magnetic field may
allow for disc fragmentation, whilst conversely the greater angular momentum transport of a
strong field may inhibit disc fragmentation.
Key words: accretion, accretion discs — binaries: general — MHD — stars: formation —
stars: jets — stars: winds, outflows.
1 INTRODUCTION
Molecular clouds, and hence the molecular cloud cores which col-
lapse to form protostars, are magnetised (Crutcher et al. 1993;
Crutcher 2012), as are protostars and the structures surrounding
them. In particular, magnetic outflows are proposed as a mech-
anism to remove angular momentum from protostars — some
mechanism to do so is necessary since simulations without mag-
netic fields (Norman & Wilson 1978; Bonnell & Bate 1994) and
(semi-)analytic calculations (e.g. Terebey et al. 1984) show that
the total angular momentum of cores are too high to form stars
without some angular momentum transport mechanism, and Hart-
mann et al. (1986) find that the rotation rates of T Tauri stars are
substantially lower than the energy required to break up the stel-
lar core. If, for certain field strength or geometries, these outflows
can be altered or suppressed, this will constrain how star formation
proceeds.
Conversely, some cores must fragment to produce binaries,
while still removing sufficient angular momentum to form stellar
cores which do not break up. By varying the field strength a regime
whereby some magnetic braking, plus a magnetic outflow, removes
enough angular momentum to allow stellar core formation while
still forming a binary may be obtained.
? E-mail: blewis@astro.ex.ac.uk
Misalignment between magnetic fields and outflows have been
observed on scales of molecular clouds (e.g. Stephens et al. 2014;
Hull et al. 2013a,b) down to stellar length-scales, (e.g. Donati et al.
2010). A range of mass-to-flux ratios are observed in molecular
clouds, ranging from the observation by Crutcher (2005) that the
mean mass-to-flux ratio, expressed in terms of the critical value,
for massive star–forming regions is approximately unity, to Beuther
et al. (2010) and Giannetti et al. (2013). The latter found a much
larger range of mass-to-flux ratios in star forming regions, includ-
ing both sub- and super-critical clouds, a result reinforced by the
Bayesian analysis of Crutcher et al. (2010).
From its invention (Lucy 1977; Gingold & Monaghan 1977)
the smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method has been ap-
plied to star formation. In Lewis et al. (2015) we used a smoothed
particle magnetohydrodynamics (SPMHD) method to model the
collapse of a molecular cloud cores to the scale of first hydro-
static cores (Larson 1969), and the nature of their outflows, with
the magnetic field both aligned and misaligned to the rotation axis.
We found a significant dependence on the angle between the ini-
tial magnetic field and rotation axes (hereafter, ϑ) and the nature of
the outflow produced (or, indeed, whether an outflow is produced at
all). This result was similar to that obtained by Ciardi & Hennebelle
(2010) (who used a Godunov adaptive mesh refinement code rather
than SPH), albeit with some differences. In particular, they found
that the mass ejection rate reduced as ϑwas increased, subsequently
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increasing the protostellar accretion rate, while we observed that for
20° ≤ ϑ ≤ 60° the accretion rate decreased.
Lewis et al. (2015) adopted an initial magnetic field strength
corresponding to a mass-flux ratio of µ = 5. While mass–to–flux
ratios close to the critical value are observed, it is instructive to
test the effects of weaker fields. Previous work has indicated that
the nature of the outflow in an aligned model (ϑ = 0°) changes
with magnetic field strength. This is to be expected — purely hy-
drodynamic simulations do not produce outflows, so the nature and
strength of these outflows must be related to the strength of the
magnetic field (see, for example, Price et al. 2003). Bate et al.
(2014) found that whilst the velocity of the first-core outflow is
essentially unchanged, the width of the outflow (i.e. the open-
ing angle) increases when the initial field is weaker. In addition,
stronger and weaker fields will affect the initial collapse of the mo-
lecular cloud core (and may prevent it collapsing at all if a sufficient
magnetic pressure can be realised).
Therefore, in this work we perform a similar series of calcula-
tions to Lewis et al. (2015), but with weaker fields — corresponding
to mass-flux ratios of µ = 10 and 20. We present SPMHD simula-
tions of three mass–to–flux ratios and four field geometries. This
allows us to probe a range of field strengths. Additionally we can
observe how the changing field geometries changes the nature and
extent of the outflows observed. We do not include non–ideal MHD
effects (see Wardle 2007; Wurster et al. 2014, 2016; Tsukamoto
et al. 2015a,b) and therefore can not probe the regime where µ is
less than or equal to unity.
Section 2 details our numerical method, which is essentially
that used in Bate et al. (2014) and section 3 details the initial con-
ditions. Then in sections 4.1 to 4.4 we present the results of all
twelve models and a discussion of the conclusions obtained from
them. We then consider the process of accreting material onto the
sink particles in section 4.5, before finally comparing our results to
some observations in section 4.6.
2 METHOD
We solve the equations of ideal magnetohydrodynamics with grav-
ity, viz.
dρ
dt
= −ρ∇ivi , (1)
dvi
dt
=
1
ρ
∇ jS i j − ∇iφ , (2)
dBi
dt
=
(
B j∇ j
)
vi − Bi
(
∇ jv j
)
, (3)
∇2φ = 4piGρ , (4)
with the MHD stress tensor
S i j = −Pδi j + 1
µ0
(
BiB j − 1
2
δi jB2
)
. (5)
In these equations and the rest of the paper, we represent the total
derivative by
d
dt
=
∂
∂t
+ vi∇i , (6)
the symbols P, ρ, vi, Bi, and φ represent the pressure, density, ve-
locity, magnetic and gravitational fields respectively, δi j is the Kro-
necker delta, µ0 is the permeability of free space, and repeated in-
dices imply summation.
We use sphng, a three–dimensional hybrid openmp and mpi
smoothed particle radiation magnetohydrodynamics code that ori-
ginated from a code written by Benz (1990), with subsequent ex-
tensive modifications by Bate et al. (1995) and others. We discret-
ise these equations using the SPMHD method derived originally in
Price & Monaghan (2004) (see also the review by Price 2012) and
subsequently modified as detailed below. We use the source term
correction to the tensile instability proposed by Børve et al. (2001),
with the parameter χ = 1 (see Lewis et al. 2016). Each particle has
an individual smoothing length, ha, given by
ha = η
(
ma
ρa
) 1
ν
, (7)
where the symbol a denotes individual SPH particles, ma repres-
ents the mass of an SPH particle – which is identical for all SPH
particles in our model, ν = 3 is the number of spatial dimension and
η = 1.2 for the cubic spline kernel (Monaghan & Lattanzio 1985).
To capture shocks and prevent inter–particle penetration we
use artificial viscosity and resistivity terms following Monaghan
(1997), Price & Monaghan (2004) and Price & Monaghan (2005).
Both artificial dissipation terms are controlled by switches which
are spatially and temporally variable, for artificial viscosity we use
the Morris & Monaghan (1997) switch with αAV ∈ [0.1, 1.0] while
for artificial resistivity the Tricco & Price (2013) switch with αB ∈
[0.0, 1.0].
The gravitational force is calculated using the method in Price
& Monaghan (2007) with the potential softened using the SPH
smoothing kernel, where we use the same binary tree to both find
neighbours and to compute the gravitational force.
To maintain the solenoidal constraint on the magnetic field
(since ∇iBi = 0 only enters the equations of MHD as an initial con-
dition and d /dt∇iBi is not guaranteed to be zero) we use the hyper-
bolic divergence cleaning derived by Tricco & Price (2012) (based
on the earlier Eulerian method of Dedner et al. 2002). We set the
damping time-scale,
τ =
h
σcc
, (8)
such that the cleaning wave is critically damped by choosing σ =
0.8, and set the cleaning wave speed to the maximum magnetosonic
wave speed, i.e.
c2c = c
2
s + v
2
a = c
2
s +
B2
µ0ρ
. (9)
These calculations were performed using the original cleaning
method, as opposed to the modified scheme using ψ/cc recently pro-
posed by Tricco et al. (2016).
Each SPH particle is assigned an individual timestep based on
the local Courant condition. The equations are discretised in time
using a second–order Runge–Kutta–Fehlberg integrator (Fehlberg
1969). Depending on the exact parameters employed, each calcu-
lation ran for between ca. 100 and 400 hours of wall time on two
6-core hyper-threaded CPUs (i.e. 24 execution threads, and there-
fore between 2,400 and 9,600 hours of computation-core time).
The integrator bug that affected the calculations of Lewis et al.
(2015), reported in the Erratum and Addendum to that paper (Lewis
et al. 2017), was fixed before the calculations for this paper were
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performed. Consequently, we also do not use the ‘average h’ terms
that were used in that previous work.
We add sink particles to the simulation once a critical density
of ρcrit = 10−10 g cm−3 is exceeded and the usual tests (see Bate
et al. (1995) for details) are passed. By doing so we are able to
avoid resolving the formation of the stellar core itself and there-
fore can evolve the simulations further. The accretion radius of the
sink particle is set to 1 au, any SPH particle that comes within this
distance of the sink and passes the Bate et al. (1995) tests will be
removed from the simulation and its mass will be added to the sink
particle. Other than through gravity, sink particles do not interact
in the simulation, in particular they do not possess a hydrodynamic
pressure nor a magnetic field.
3 INITIAL CONDITIONS
The initial conditions are essentially the same as in previous work,
which ranges from the early work of Hosking (2002), and the
Euler potential SPMHD method in Price & Bate (2007), to the
self-consistent direct induction SPMHD method in Price et al.
(2012); Bate et al. (2014); Lewis et al. (2015). Calculations with
different set ups have also been performed, for example, Baner-
jee & Pudritz (2006) who used Bonner-Ebert (Bonnor 1956; Ebert
1955) spheres instead of the uniform density sphere used here. An
Msphere = 1 M sphere of cold gas was placed in a warm external
medium. The sphere and medium are in pressure equilibrium, how-
ever, the sphere is 30 times the density of the medium, therefore
the initial temperatures are ≈ 10 K (corresponding to an initial iso-
thermal sound speed of cs = 2.2×104 cm s−1) and ≈ 300 K respect-
ively. The sphere had an initial radius r0 = 4×1016 cm and therefore
an initial density of ρ0 = 7.4 × 10−18 g cm−3. The sphere was then
placed in a cubic periodic box with side lengths 16 × 1016 cm to
prevent numerical artefacts in the magnetic field at the edge of the
warm medium.
An effective minimum resolution is provided by the Bate &
Burkert (1997) criterion, namely that the Jeans length must be re-
solved throughout the collapse of the core, which would require
ca. 30,000 particles; however, Federrath et al. (2011) find that
magnetised turbulence may require a resolution well in excess of
this. Bate et al. (2014) find no significant resolution dependence
between 1 and 10 million particles; consequently we use 1.5 mil-
lion SPH particles in the core as a compromise between compu-
tational expense and numerical accuracy. The sphere is then sur-
rounded by ca. 700,000 particles to represent the warm medium.
Aside from providing a ‘container’ for the sphere and providing a
self-consistent magnetic boundary, the warm medium is dynamic-
ally uninteresting — if the sphere was instead placed in vacuo sim-
ilar results would be expected, albeit with a slower initial collapse
(which was inadvertently shown in Price & Bate 2007, who acci-
dentally performed their calculations with a pressure-free external
medium).
We used a barotropic equation of state similar to Machida et al.
(2008), without the final γ = 5/3 step,
P = c2s

ρ ρ ≤ ρc,1
ρc,1
(
ρ
ρc,1
) 7
5
ρc,1 < ρ ≤ ρc,2
ρc,1
(
ρc,2
ρc,1
) 7
5
(
ρ
ρc,2
) 11
10
ρ > ρc,2
(10)
where the critical densities are given by ρc,1 = 10−14 g cm−3 and
ρc,2 = 10−10 g cm−3 (the physical consequences of these choices are
discussed in section 4).
The magnetic field is characterised by the dimensionless
mass-to-flux ratio, µ, and the angle between the rotation and field
axes, ϑ. The mass-to-flux ratio, in terms of the critical value, is
defined as
µ =
$sphere
$critical
(11)
where the ratio between the magnetic and gravitational forces in a
magnetised sphere is given by
$sphere =
Msphere
pir20 B0
(12)
and the critical ratio, i.e. that at which the self-gravitational and
magnetic pressure forces will be in equilibrium, is given by
$critical =
2c1
3
√
5
piGµ0
. (13)
where the parameter c1 = 0.53 (Mouschovias & Spitzer 1976). The
geometry of the initial field, B0 is then defined according to
Bx0 = B0 sinϑ , (14)
Bz0 = B0 cosϑ , (15)
so that when ϑ = 0° the field and rotation axes are parallel (i.e.
aligned) and, conversely, when ϑ = 90° they are perpendicular (i.e.
totally misaligned). The rotation axis is aligned with the z−axis,
so that the magnetic field axis then varies. Owing to the symmetry
of the initial field – and the fact the field in the warm medium does
not materially evolve over the course of the calculation – the field is
also periodic across the boundaries, preventing numerical artifacts
at the box edge.
We use mass-to-flux ratios of µ = [5, 10, 20], which give
field strengths of B0 = [163, 81, 41] microgauss and mean ra-
tios of hydrodynamic to magnetic pressure, β = [3.45, 13.8, 55.3]
respectively (i.e. in all cases the simulation begins with the hydro-
dynamic pressure stronger than the magnetic pressure). For each
field strength, we then perform the calculations 4 times, with val-
ues of ϑ = [0°, 20°, 45°, 90°] to give a total of 12 models.
Finally, the sphere is placed in solid body rotation around the
z-axis with Ω = 1.77×10−13 rad s−1, which gives a ratio of rotational
to gravitational energy of βrot = 0.005, within the range of values
observed by Goodman et al. (1993).
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Isothermal Collapse
The sphere of cold gas described in section 3 is allowed to col-
lapse. For this discussion, we divide the collapse of the cloud
core into two phases: firstly an initial isothermal collapse, where
the maximum densities are below ρ = ρc,1 = 10−14 g cm−3 and
then a second phase where a disc structure and pre-stellar core is
formed. We first describe the initial isothermal phase which, aside
from slight variations in timings, is comparable for all three field
strengths. We then, in sections 4.2 to 4.4, consider the three field
strengths in more detail, focusing in sections 4.2 and 4.3 on the
formation of bipolar outflows and how these vary with the field
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2015)
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Figure 1. Maximum density as a function of time (where one free–fall time,
tff = 24 430 yr) for each of µ = 5 (solid black line), 10 (dashed red line), and
20 (dot–dashed blue line) models with ϑ = 0° (upper panel), 45° (middle
panel), and 90° (lower panel) respectively. In all cases, the µ = 10 and 20
calculations reach ρmax > 10−11g cm−3 0.01tff earlier than the µ = 5 calcu-
lations. However, until t ≈ 0.97tff the maximum densities are similar. The
dotted line at ρcrit = 10−10 g cm−3 indicates the critical density above which
sink particles may be inserted if the appropriate formation tests are passed,
and is therefore an approximate maximum density for the calculation. In
the µ = 5 calculations, the sink insertion quickly removes the entire region
where ρ > ρcrit and consequently the maximum density appears to not ex-
ceed the sink formation threshold; for both µ = 10 and 20 a region where
ρ > ρcrit persists and is not removed by the insertion of further sink particles
since one or more of the creation tests in Bate et al. (1995) has failed. This
high density gas exists in a disc around the sink particle.
Figure 2. Column density projections in the z–x plane for both the ϑ = 0°
µ = 5 and 10 models as the sink particle is inserted and jets are formed. The
µ = 10 model collapses to a dense disc, and hence forms an outflow, at a
dynamical time ≈ 0.01tff earlier than µ = 5.
Figure 3. Column density projections in the z–x plane for µ = 5, 10, and
20 with ϑ = 0° at t = 0.99tff showing the change in ellipsoidality of the
collapsing core. The case with the stronger field, with µ = 5, is much more
oblate than those with either µ =10 or 20. We obtain approximate eccentri-
cities of 0.66, 0.34, and 0.24 for each calculation, respectively.
geometry, and in section 4.4 on how the weakest field strength can
form binary and multiple protostellar systems.
The first phase of the collapse extends from t = 0 to 0.98tff ,
corresponding to the region in figure 1 where the maximum dens-
ity increases approximately linearly with time (where the free–
fall time, tff = 24430 yr). The main effect from the initial condi-
tions observed here is that the lower mass–to–flux ratios provide
higher magnetic pressures — Pmag ∝ B2 so the doubling of the
field strength between µ = 10 and 5 provides a corresponding
quadrupling of the pressure support. This results in the duration
first phase of the collapse being slightly extended for the stronger
fields. For example, the µ = 10 calculations reach a density of
10−10 g cm−3 0.01 tff quicker than the stronger field calculations,
delaying the subsequent phase of evolution accordingly. Figure 2
shows the formation of the bipolar outflows, which are launched
when a pseudo-disc forms and the density exceeds ≈ 10−10 g cm−3
(and consequently the 0.01 tff delay when µ = 5) and which we
discuss in sections 4.2 and 4.3.
The field geometry, i.e. ϑ, does not affect the overall rate of the
collapse since the magnetic pressure terms, which act to support the
cloud against gravity, are isotropic and therefore independent of ϑ.
However, the tension component is anisotropic and, in general, acts
to stop the fluid moving perpendicular to the magnetic field lines.
Consequently this causes the collapsing core to become ellipsoidal.
Thus, the ϑ = 0° calculations produce an oblate spheroid while
conversely the ϑ = 90° calculations produce prolate spheroids and
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2015)
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20° and 45° produces a tri-axial ellipsoid. Figure 3 shows how the
oblateness of the spheroids changes with field strength, with the
axis ratios of 0.66, 0.34, and 0.24 for µ = 5, 10, and 20 respectively.
Equivalent values can be obtained for other geometries (although
these are tri–axial ellipsoids or prolate spheroids).
Figure 1 shows how the maximum fluid density evolves as a
function of time for all twelve calculations. At 0.98 − 0.99tff (de-
pending on the calculation) the density begins to rapidly increase.
This marks the change from the isothermal and weakly oblate col-
lapsing core to the second phase. The magnetic forces described
above which acted to make the core oblate now cause the forma-
tion of a flattened disc-like structure. We use the term pseudo–disc
to describe this object, which is not a ‘classical’ accretion disc in
Keplerian rotation around a protostellar core. Nevertheless it is ro-
tating albeit with a sub–Keplerian rotation profile, is supported by
the gas pressure perpendicular to the pseudo-disc plane against fur-
ther gravitational collapse parallel to the magnetic field axis, and
is accreting onto the protostar (i.e. the radial velocity of the disc
relative to the protostar is negative). We discuss this further in sec-
tions 4.2 and 4.3.
4.2 µ = 5
The strongest initial field strength used in this paper is µ = 5. After
the initial isothermal collapse phase discussed above, all four field
geometries form small pseudo-discs and bipolar outflows, which
we show at t = 1.02tff in figure 4.
Once a significant pseudo-disc forms, magnetic and rotational
forces become comparable in magnitude to gravitational forces –
driving the formation of effects like the bipolar outflows. Previous
simulations of magnetised collapse and outflows used strong fields,
aligned with the rotation axis (e.g. Tomisaka 2002; Matsumoto &
Tomisaka 2004; Machida et al. 2008); here we also vary ϑ similar
to the approach in Ciardi & Hennebelle (2010) and Lewis et al.
(2015).
Inclination angles ϑ ≤ 45° produce a bipolar outflow. It is
convenient to divide these outflows into two regions: an overall bulk
outflow and an inner collimated jet. We decompose the magnetic
field into cylindrical co-ordinates (for example, as in Parker 1955),
such that the (magnitude of the) radial field is given by
Br =
√
B2x + B2y (16)
the magnitude of the poloidal field as
Bp =
√
B2r + B2z , (17)
with the azimuthal (i.e. toroidal) field given by
Bφ = Btor = arctan
By
Bz
. (18)
Figure 5 shows the ratio of the poloidal to toroidal field in a
cross–section slice for t the ϑ = 0°, 45°, and 90° calculations. A
thin (ca. 5 au wide) region dominated by the poloidal field may be
observed, centred on the rotation axis and hence the jet. This pol-
oidal field acts to move material away from the pseudo-disc which
is dominated by the toroidal field. The disc and its toroidal field
act to ‘wind-up’ the magnetic field and then material and angular
momentum are ejected in the outflow; the central region of which
is collimated by the toroidal component. A comparable effect, al-
beit with a somewhat lesser toroidal field contribution, is seen for
ϑ = 45° (central panel of figure 5).
In sharp contrast, the ϑ = 90° calculation has no jet — but
does have a small (with a maximum height above the disc of
10 au) bulk outflow. This is produced by the small region around
the pseudo-disc which is dominated by the poloidal magnetic field
(shown in the right–hand panel of figure 5). We observe that above
this, again centered on the rotation axis, a thin highly toroidal re-
gion exists centered on the rotation axis. However, this is not con-
nected to the pseudo-disc and consequently can not act to collimate
a jet — in essence, because the pseudo-disc is rotating in the same
plane as the magnetic field lines it is unable to perform the same
‘winding’ effect seen when ϑ = 0°. The presence of a collimated
bipolar outflow therefore clearly implies a combination of sufficent
magnetic pressure (exemplified by the poloidal field magnitude) to
lift material out of the pseudo–disc combined with a toroidal field
which can collimate and drive the jet (cf. Lynden-Bell 1996, 2001).
Earlier, we observed that changing the values of ϑ changed
the collapsing cloud core from oblate to tri–axial. This effect con-
tinues into the later phase of the collapse where the consequent
pseudo–disc aligns perpendicular to the magnetic field axis (and
hence parallel to the major axis of the antecedent ellipsoid) (Galli
& Shu 1993). However, we find that the innermost region of the
disc, with a radius of < 20 au, attempts to re–align with the rotation
axis, caused by the angular momentum at this scale being sufficient
to overcome the magnetic tension force which is aligning the larger
scale disc. This produces warped pseudo–discs for ϑ > 0°. This
effect is most marked when ϑ = 90° where the inner disc has a
radius of 25 au, but can also be seen for 20° and 45° albeit with
a radii of 5–10 au, and with a clearer connection to the rest of the
pseudo–disc.
This inner region drives the central collimated region of the
outflow. Although the opening angle of the bulk outflow is very
large — the diameter of the whole outflow is on the order of 100 au
— the collimated inner region is much smaller and is correlated
with the inner disc. As a result the outflow initially aligns much
closer to the rotation axis than the magnetic field axis, for example
when ϑ = 20°, the inclination of the jet to the rotation axis is less
than 10°. The outflow (and in particular the jet) is removing angular
momentum from the pseudo–disc so a close alignment between this
and the direction of the angular momentum vector is to be expected.
4.3 µ = 10
The subsequent evolution of the µ = 10 calculations follows a sim-
ilar overall pattern to µ = 5 calculations. Those with ϑ ≤ 45° pro-
duce collimated outflows, which are faster and more closely aligned
to the rotation axis for lower ϑ. As we discussed earlier, however,
the reduction in the magnetic field strength and the consequently
reduced magnetic pressure support causes the core to collapse to
higher densities more quickly. A more rapid collapse results in a
correspondingly earlier formation of the outflow and jet; whilst the
reduced magnetic braking produces different pseudo-discs and out-
flow velocities compare to µ = 5.
In the µ = 5 calculations we obtained a pseudo-disc with a
radii of ≈ 50 au for ϑ < 45° and < 15 au for ϑ ≥ 45°. Figure 6
(central columns) shows how for µ = 10 the same initial values of
ϑ produce much larger pseudo–discs: we obtain radii of ≈ 100 au
for ϑ ≤ 45° and 25 au for 90°. We see the same correlation between
pseudo-disc radius and ϑ, whereby the disc radii reduce as the ini-
tial inclination of the field axis to the rotation axis is increased, but
for µ = 10 these are in general larger than the corresponding µ = 5
calculation. The apparently larger discs seen in the left column of
figure 4, particularly for ϑ = 0° compared to figure 6 is due to a pro-
jection effect caused by looking along the plane of the disc, which
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Figure 4. Column density projections in the direction of the y–axis (left column) and z–axis (centre column), and cross–sections of the plasma β in the z–x
plane for the four µ = 5 calculations at t = 1.02tff . The initial inclination between the rotation and magnetic field axes decreases down the page, with the first
row being ϑ = 0°, then 20°, 45°, and the bottom row having ϑ = 90°. Sink particles are represented by a black dot, approximately four times larger than the
accretion radius. The alignment of the large scale pseudo-disc perpendicular to the magnetic field axis can be clearly seen, as can the reduction in the outflow
velocity and eventual suppression as ϑ → 90°, as can the co-location of an outflow, i.e. material moving away from the pseudo-disc, and the region where
β < 1 can be seen.
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Figure 5. Cross–sections of the ratio of the toroidal field component to the poloidal magnetic field component (cf. equations (16) to (18)) for ϑ = 0°, 45°,
90°, µ = 5 calculations at t = 1.02tff . Values < 1, i.e. black and dark blue, indicate regions where the poloidal field is dominant; conversely values > 1 which
are indicated with lighter blues and whites are regions where the toroidal field dominates. A clear poloidal region around the sink particle (approximately a
radius of 12 au) in the ϑ = 90° calculation can be seen, as can the strongly toroidal region centered on the rotation axis. This can be contrasted with the other
two calculations where the toroidal field (which acts to collimate an outflow) stretches into the pseudo-disc and the region around the sink particle, producing
the characteristic bipolar jet.
due to preferential collapse of the the fluid parallel to the field lines
has a higher density than the rest of the collapsed core. Our cal-
culation does not include a physical viscosity treatment, therefore
the main process for transporting angular momentum — and hence
allowing material to move towards the centre of the pseudo-disc —
is magnetic braking. The calculations do include artificial viscos-
ity, but this is limited using the Morris & Monaghan (1997) switch
and should produce negligible angular momentum transport com-
pared to that produced by the magnetic field. The degree of mag-
netic braking increases with the magnetic field strength, |Bi|, and
µ = 10 implies an initial field which is half the magnitude of the
µ = 5 calculations, causing the formation of the large discs. As we
noted for µ = 5, the innermost region of the pseudo-disc (which
drives the toroidal field and hence the collimated jet component of
the outflow) realigns perpendicular to the rotation axis, although it
is correspondingly larger for these calculations.
The most important difference between the two field strengths
is that the outflows produced with µ = 10 are 60 % faster. This
effect is most pronounced for the ϑ = 0° calculation. Like the
corresponding calculation in section 4.2, this system initially had
|vz| = 5 km s−1 with the characteristic collimated jet. However, the
inner jet region detaches and a region of faster flowing material
with |vz| = 8 km s−1 forms with the plasma β above and below the
pseudo–disc reducing from 10−2 to 10−3.
Figure 7 shows the ratio of the poloidal to toroidal field for
this calculation. Whilst the µ = 5 calculation had a weak pol-
oidal component which was then tightly would by the toroidal field
from the disc; as the cross–section in figure 7 shows this calcu-
lation has a much stronger poloidal component, covering a larger
region, above and below the disc. The disc is still dominated by the
torodial ‘winding’ field, but the extra pressure contributed by the
poloidal region acts to detach the collimated component of the jet
and increase the overall speed. This effect, which manifests as an
extra (magnetic) pressure contribution, causes the reduced plasma
β seen. A similar, although weaker, effect causes the partial discon-
nections seen when 20° ≤ ϑ ≤ 45°.
We defined Bp in section 4.2 as essentially the magnetic pres-
sure. The cause of this extra field is then simply the more rapidly
rotating pseudo–disc, as shown in the radially average vφ plot in
figure 8, due to the initially reduced magnetic braking. In essence
a larger disc and a faster outflow velocity are linked because the
maximum jet velocity is itself linked to the maximum pseudo–disc
rotational velocity, and this effect is continued across a range of
misalignments. Additionally, because the initial field is weaker in
these calculations, the ϑ = 45° calculation — which for µ = 5
produced a notably weaker jet than for ϑ = 20° — has a more
comparable velocity and structure, and a similarly larger inner disc
region.
4.4 µ = 20
Figure 9 shows the results from the µ = 20 calculations. These do
not form bipolar outflows instead fragmenting into binary (or mul-
tiple) systems, as seen in the central column of figure 9. The pre-
cursor to this is the formation of a small (ca. 10 au radius) dense ro-
tating disc: without the magnetic braking (and angular momentum
loss from the outflow). These smaller discs, which are closer in
nature to true accretion discs (cf. figure 10) than the pseudo-discs
discussed earlier, are gravitationally unstable. This can be seen
from the distinct spiral arm-like structures.
The ϑ = 0° and 20° calculations form tight binaries with sep-
arations of < 5 au. We add a cautionary note that in a calculation in-
cluding additional physical processes, for example a radiative trans-
fer scheme like that in Whitehouse & Bate (2004, 2006), these may
not be formed due to the excess thermal support acting to stabil-
ise the disc; alternatively they may merge together. In contrast, the
separation between the two protostars for ϑ = 90° is ≈ 13 au at
1.03tff . In all cases, the binary pairs are surrounded by a massive
circumbinary disc, with a radius of 50 au, while the wider binaries
have two distinct dense circumstellar discs (with radii of < 5 au)
embedded within this.
All four values of ϑ produce an initial protostar by t = 1.01tff ,
which is comparable to the time frame for a µ = 10 calculation.
However, these calculations then go on to produce a second pro-
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Figure 6. Column density projections in the direction of the y–axis (left column) and z–axis (centre column), and cross–sections of the plasma β in the z–x
plane for the four µ = 10 calculations at t = 1.02tff . Sink particles are represented by a black dot, approximately four times larger than the accretion radius.
The initial inclination between the rotation and magnetic field axes decreases down the page, with the first row being ϑ = 0°, then 20°, 45°, and the bottom
row having ϑ = 90°. A similar distribution of structures can be seen to those in figure 4; however, the pseudo-discs with this weaker initial magnetic field
are in general larger due to the reduced angular momentum transport from magnetic braking. The consequently faster rotation rate of the disc produces faster
outflow jets, for example the ‘disconnection’ region when ϑ = 0° has an outflow speed of |vz | = 8 km s−1.
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Figure 7. Cross–sections of the ratio of the toroidal field component to the poloidal magnetic field component (cf. equations (16) to (18)) for ϑ = 0°, 45°,
90°, µ = 10 calculations at t = 1.02tff , similar to figure 5. Values < 1 indicate the poloidal component and conversely > 1 indicates the toroidal component
dominates. The ‘disconnection’ effect in the aligned calculation for µ = 10 (see the top-right panel of figure 6) can be attributed to the much larger poloidal
region, compared to that seen in figure 5; ϑ = 45° and 90° also exhibit larger poloidal regions but these do not cause any marked effect on the jet structure (or
in the case of 90°, the lack of it.)
Figure 8. Average tangential velocity (vϕ) as a function of radius in the
pseudo-disc (defined here as the region 10° above and below the x–y plane
centered on the sink particle) at t = 1.02tff for the ϑ = 0° µ = 5 calculation
(black solid line) and the µ = 10 calculation (red solid line); the correspond-
ing dashed lines show the Keplerian velocity at the same radius. The weaker
magnetic field in the µ = 10 calculation and the corresponding reduction in
angular momentum transport from magnetic braking produce a faster ro-
tation profile, promoting the formation of both a larger pseudo-disc and a
faster bipolar outflow. Both rotation profiles are sub–Keplerian throughout,
although at very small radii they approach the Keplerian velocity.
tostar by 1.02tff , forming the binary pairs seen in figure 9. In addi-
tion, the ϑ = 0° model eventually produces a further sink particle
from the circumbinary material, shown in figure 12. The ultimate
fate of this third potential protostar is unclear — whilst a stable
triple star system is possible, by three-body interaction it could be
ejected from the system or the two closer sinks could merge leav-
ing a system similar to the 90° model albeit without the two discs).
We note that this is a similar formation process to that proposed for
the ternary system observed by Tobin et al. (2016), albeit with a
much smaller separation between the binary pair and the younger
third protostar. However, an important difference between all the
µ = 20 models and the stronger fields is the absence of an out-
flow — without which angular momentum can not be rapidly re-
moved from the disc. This reduction in angular momentum trans-
port means that fragmentation into a binary (which can store more
angular momentum) is the result.
Although we noted earlier that these four calculations do not
produce a bipolar outflow, there are still regions with substantial
magnetic fields. Consequently a significant magnetic pressure is
still realised and this produces a region around the circumstellar (or
circumbinary) disc with βplasma < 1. This causes some material to
be moved away from the plane of the disc, although not in the rapid
and directed manner of a jet. We see, for example, in figure 11 that
although a small poloidal region exists near the protostar, there is
no collimating toroidal component present. This is more similar to
the field structure seen for ϑ = 90° in figures 5 and 7, which simil-
arly have no bipolar outflow and no significant toroidal component
near the protostar.
In principle, this may indicate that binary stars may be formed
by fragmentation even in non–turbulent clouds, or clouds which
have not been perturbed (e.g. by an external impulse as in Pringle
1989) and are no longer axisymmetric; provided, of course, that
the field is sufficiently weak so as to not drive a strong outflow.
In practice, this may not be as strong a constraint as it seems —
in our quasi–ideal MHD the only method of dissipating magnetic
energy is by artificial resistivity, which is intentionally limited to
the minimum required for stability. In reality, non–ideal effects
(resistivity, ambipolar diffusion, and the Hall effect) will act to re-
duce or transform the field and may therefore allow an effect sim-
ilar to that seen here to occur for stronger initial fields. Wurster
et al. (2016) propose a consistent SPMHD method that extends
the ideal MHD presented here to include all three non–ideal ef-
fects, and find that the Hall effect and the relative orientation of
the rotation and magnetic field axes can have a significant effect on
the consequent evolution of the core. Alternatively, as suggested in
Machida et al. (2005) it may be sufficient to just increase the initial
angular momentum of the cloud to promote fragmentation at higher
field strengths (or some combination of both mechanisms).
Conversely, there should exist a range of sufficiently strong
initial fields so that no matter what other physical processes are
at play, binary or multiple star systems are difficult to form, and
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Figure 9. Column density projections in the direction of the y−axis (left column) and z−axis (centre column), and cross–sections of the plasma β in the z − x
plane for the four µ = 20 calculations at t = 1.02tff . The initial inclination between the rotation and magnetic field axes decreases down the page, with the first
row being ϑ = 0°, then 20°, 45°, and the bottom row having ϑ = 90°. Sink particles are represented by a black dot, slightly larger than the accretion radius.
The markedly different evolution for the weakest magnetic field calculations, compared to those shown in figures 4 and 6, including the formation of binary
or multiple systems can be seen. We note that increasing ϑ increases the binary separation, and that at lower values both protostars are co-located within one
disc, whilst at higher values a pair of discs are embedded in a circumbinary disc.
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2015)
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Figure 10. Average tangential velocity (vϕ) as a function of radius in the
pseudo-disc, calculated in the same way as figure 8 but centered on the
barycentre of the system rather than one of the protostars, at t = 1.02tff for
the ϑ = 0° µ = 20 calculation (black solid line) with the corresponding
black dashed line showing the Keplerian velocity profile. Compared to fig-
ure 8 the significantly reduced magnetic braking in this calculation allows
the disc to become Keplerian within r < 12 au of the system barycentre.
hence solitary stars may be produced. Stronger fields naturally
drive stronger jets and outflows or increased magnetic braking
which transport angular momentum obviating the need for com-
panion stars to store angular momentum.
4.5 Accretion onto protostars
As well as producing outflows and discs with varying morpholo-
gies, each model also results in a different profile of accretion onto
the sink particle (which represents a forming protostar). As be-
fore, a general trend is observed whereby the µ = 20 models and
ϑ = 90° models differ substantially from stronger fields and shal-
lower angles. In figure 13 we plot maps of the material accreted
during the 500 yr after a sink particle is inserted.
Figure 14 shows that the amount of material accreted onto the
sink is broadly similar (at t = 1.04tff) across all of the µ = 5 and 10
models, which is born out by the similar outflow morphology seen
earlier in section 4. All calculations principally accrete material in
the plane of their pseudo–disc, as seen in figure 13. When ϑ = 0°
this clearly aligns with the equator. Similarly, for weak magnetic
fields, where µ = 20 (cf. figure 9), the accretion disc forms per-
pendicular to the rotation axis for all field geometries. The bottom
row of figure 13 shows how this results in a strongly equatorial
accretion profile. For ϑ = 45° in the stronger field calculations a si-
nusoidal structure is seen in figure 13, which is the expected shape
for a warped pseudo–disc like those seen in figures 4 and 6. The
µ = 5, ϑ = 90° has not produced a clear disc and has instead taken
on a sigmoidal structure. This causes a hemispherically symmet-
rical and rotationally symmetrical accretion pattern corresponding
to each ‘arm’ of the sigmoid. An imprint of a similar structure is
seen for µ = 10 from the two spiral arms of the disc. However,
unlike in Lewis et al. (2015) we find that the change to the small
scale structure results in a roughly equivalent accretion rate for both
ϑ = 45° and 90°.
4.6 Comparison to observations
Observations of young stellar objects (YSOs) substantially more
evolved than a first core (Larson 1969) are plentiful compared to
detections of objects which, although they have formed some sort
of core, are much less evolved. Detections of an earlier phase — a
dense starless core which is approaching the point of forming a star
— are better represented, e.g. those found by Crapsi et al. (2005).
Therefore, constraints on the dynamics a first hydrostatic core and
its environs would be useful. The insertion of sink particles means
we do not follow the collapse to exactly first hydrostatic core pro-
posed by Larson (1969). However, our sink particle has comparable
dimensions so the overall structure of the pseudo–disc and any out-
flow should be similar.
In models where we obtain a collimated (or jet–like) outflow
we find that the bulk velocity ranges between ≈ 2 and ≈ 8 km s−1
depending on the exact configuration of parameters, with higher
values of ϑ corresponding to generally reduced outflow velocities.
This substantially increases the range of potential outflow velocit-
ies which may be first cores as opposed to ‘very low luminosity
objects’ (VeLLOs, see Myers et al. 2005; Kauffmann et al. 2005).
One example is given in Pineda et al. (2011), who find that L1451-
mm has a slow outflow with a velocity of about 3 km s−1. Similarly,
Dunham et al. (2011) observe an bipolar outflow of comparable ve-
locity in Per–Bolo 58. These velocities are apparently slightly too
slow if we only consider lower values of ϑ, however, an outflow of
this velocity would be approximately consistent with our results for
ϑ = 45°.
At the other extreme, Chen et al. (2010) find that L1448 IRS2E
(another first core candidate) has a clearly collimated outflow with
a velocity of around 25 km s−1. This is much faster than any of the
models presented here, which have an artificial limit of 1 au placed
on the collapse. Outflow velocity and the maximum rotation speed
(which is controlled by the larger of the size of the protostar or sink
particle) are closely linked (Price et al. 2003) and consequently this
indicates that whatever object is present in L1448 IRS2E, it has a
substantially smaller radius than 1 au, and may therefore be more
evolved than a first core.
In effect we find that slow bipolar outflows are characteristic
of first cores at all but the weakest field strengths. This implies that
there is a strong constraint on first core candidates: any outflow, if
present, should be between ≈ 2 and 8 km s−1 and that faster out-
flows may be indicative of a more evolved object.
5 CONCLUSIONS
Using smoothed particle magnetohydrodynamics we have per-
formed twelve simulations (using three mass–to–flux ratios, and
four angles between the field and rotation axes) of the collapse of
molecular cloud cores to form protostars. Whilst we observe that
the initial collapse of the cloud core is broadly unaffected by the
choice of parameters, the subsequent evolution can be quite differ-
ent. All four µ = 20 calculations produce binary systems of some
form, with the degree of binary separation strongly dependent on
the initial field geometry. At shallow angles, i.e. low values of ϑ the
two protostars form very close together, within . 5 au; at steeper
angles two separate discs form orbiting a common barycentre. This
may indicate that binary or multiple star systems may be formed in
molecular clouds if the initial magnetic field is very weak. We also
find that at this field strength significant first core outflows are ab-
sent: instead the system conserves angular momentum by forming
a binary.
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Figure 11. Cross–sections of the ratio of the toroidal field component to the poloidal magnetic field component (cf. equations (16) to (18)) for ϑ = 0°, 45°,
90°, µ = 20 calculations at t = 1.02tff , similar to figure 5. Values < 1 indicate the poloidal component and conversely > 1 indicates the toroidal component
dominates.
Figure 12. Column density projections for µ = 20, ϑ = [0°, 90°] between
t = 1.02 and 1.05tff . Sink particles are represented by a black dot, slightly
larger than the accretion radius. Both models have formed two sink by
1.02tff but in a very different configuration: surrounded by one large disc
for 0° compared to two smaller, separate, discs when 90°. The 0° model
eventually forms a third sink ≈ 10 au away from the original pair.
In contrast, no simulation with µ ≤ 10 formed a binary for any
field geometry. However, the structure and nature of the resultant
pseudo–disc and outflow varies between both values of µ and ϑ.
In addition, the µ = 10 models are observed to collapse somewhat
more quickly than those with a stronger field. We find that for all
values of ϑ, the pseudo–disc formed for µ = 10 is significantly lar-
ger than for µ = 5 due to reduced magnetic braking. In particular,
when ϑ = 90° the stronger field fails to produce a disc at all, com-
pared to the weaker field where a comparatively large disc. Addi-
tionally, the outflows produced may have different speeds, ranging
from 2 to 8 km s−1 depending on µ, ϑ, and time.
Additionally, changing the initial field geometry from a con-
figuration where the rotation and field axis are aligned to one where
they are misaligned can promote the formation of warped pseudo–
discs. Here the outer regions of the discs orient perpendicular to
the magnetic field axis (due to reduced magnetic pressure support
parallel to the field lines) but the inner region begins to re–orient
perpendicular to the rotation axis as angular momentum is concen-
trated near the sink particle.
These results may have consequences for how binary or single
star systems are formed. Clearly, a weaker field, with the attendant
lack of both magnetic braking and outflow, is liable to fragment into
a binary. Similarly, at the strongest field strengths (with aligned
fields), the effect of the magnetic braking plus a large collimated
outflow may be sufficient to prevent this fragmentation from occur-
ring. However, a large intermediate regime exists which may allow
the formation of binary or single star systems depending on the
exact parameters of the initial cloud core; although adding addi-
tional physics, for example radiative transfer, may affect this. Fur-
ther work, following the collapse to a protostellar core itself would
be necessary to determine the exact boundary between the two re-
gimes.
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